We observed a meso-γ-scale convective system in July 2007 using a 443-MHz wind profiler radar (WPR) with a radio acoustic sounding system (RASS) at the NICT Ogimi observatory in Okinawa, Japan. We analyzed the virtual temperature, T v , the Brunt-Vaisaala frequency squared, N 2 , and three components of the profiles of wind velocities from the WPR-RASS data. We also employed a non-hydrostatic meso-scale (NHM) numerical model. Although the island of
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Introduction
A meso-scale convective system is characterized by precipitation consisting of both convective and stratiform regions on various horizontal scales. Ninomiya and Akiyama [1992] clarified the hierarchic structure of multiple scales of the precipitation system, and found that a cloud cluster has a structure ranging from meso-α (1,000 km) to meso-β (several 100 km) and meso-γ(several km) scales. Further, the interaction between two or more scales plays an important role in the development and maintenance of a precipitation system. Within a meso-γ-scale convection, there are individual cumulonimbus clouds (convective cells) with the scale even smaller than the meso-γ-scale, and convective cells are the important elements that result in a heavy rain.
A number of studies were conducted about generation of convection over a flat terrain.
For example, Kobayashi et al. [2004] studied an isolated cumulonimbus cloud developed under high temperature and high pressure in summer over the Kanto Plain of Japan. The key generating factor was investigated by using a Doppler sodar, and they found the importance of a shear line (a localized front) of wind due to a thermal low formed by surface heating. Convergence in the lower layer by a penetrating sea breeze was also important in generating cumulonimbus clouds.
Sea breeze circulation during the daytime usually forms the convergence of low-level wind at the leading edge, which is referred to as a sea breeze front. Cumulonimbus clouds may occur in the convergence region in association with a sea breeze front [e.g. Nicholls et al., 1991; Pielke, 1991] . Using three-dimensional numerical simulation, Pielke [1974] found that location of thunderstorms along the east coast of Florida was controlled by the location and motion of a sea 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   5 breeze. From observational studies in Florida, Wakimoto and Atkins [1994] and Atkins and Wakimoto [1995] found that clouds were developed in an area where an updraft of horizontal convective rolls merged with an updraft caused by a sea breeze front. The sea breeze circulation over the island of Java in Indonesia was also studied by Hadi et al. [2001] .
The Florida Peninsula and the island of Java are more than 50-200 km wide, while the island of Okinawa is rather narrow ranging from 4 km to 20 km. We focused on the relation between sea-breeze circulation and convective clouds over a small island, like Okinawa. An observation campaign, named the Maritime Continent Thunderstorm Experiment (MCTEX), was conducted around the Tiwi Island in Northern Australia in 1995 [Keenan et al., 2000] . Extensive analyses were conducted from MCTEX in order to clarify the behavior of thunderstorms over tropical islands, focusing on their interactions with the sea breeze [Carbone et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2001] . By using the MCTEX results with a windprofiler radar (WPR), radio acoustic sounding system (RASS) and a polarimetric radar, the dynamical and thermal structure of tropical storms and the evolution of island boundary layers have been studied [e.g., May, 1999; Schafer et al., 2001 ].
As Okinawa is situated under a subtropical oceanic region in a warm ocean current (Kuroshio), its climate is characterized by high temperature and high humidity throughout the year.
Disturbed meteorological conditions around Okinawa have been studied in terms of typhoons and Baiu fronts. In addition to these studies, meso-scale convective systems over Okinawa under relatively quiet conditions have also been studied. For example, Akaeda et al. [1991] and Chang and Yoshizaki [1991] investigated meso-β-scale convective systems when the island of Okinawa was covered with a high-pressure system. Akaeda et al. [1991] found an evolution process and a fine structure during the formative to mature stages of a meso-β-scale convective system from Doppler 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 7 MSL) in Okinawa [Adachi, 2002] . It is also operated as part of the Wind Profiler Network and Data Acquition System (WINDAS) of JMA. The three components of wind velocity are obtained every 4 minutes with a height resolution of 150 m. The RASS technique was applied to the MU radar by Matuura et al. [1986] in order to obtain temperature profiles simultaneously with the three components of wind velocity. Then, RASS has been widely adopted for WPR on VHF and UHF bands, including an operational WPR network of NOAA [Martner et al. 1993 ]. We applied RASS to the 443MHz WPR to measure the virtual temperature profile from an altitude of 400 m to 4 km.
We also referred to the data from COBRA [Nakagawa et al., 2002; 2003] , which is operated at the Nago observatory located 14 km southwest of the 443MHz WPR site. In July 2007
COBRA was operated in the plan position indicator (PPI) mode at 14 elevation angles and in the range height indicator (RHI) mode every six minutes to obtain a three-dimensional structure of rainfall. We used the reflective intensity (reflectivity) and the Doppler velocity.
We employed an NHM model which is used for an operational weather forecasting at JMA. Details on the NHM model have been described by Saito et al. [2006] . First, we conducted numerical experiments on the NHM model with a grid size of 5 km, assuming the initial and lateral boundary conditions on 23 and 25 July 2007 from the six hourly operational meso-scale analysis at JMA. Then, a down-scaling experiment with a 1-km grid spacing was carried out. The initial state of the simulation was defined at 10:00 JST (01:00 UTC) and the forecast was calculated for six hours. A stretched grid was employed for the vertical axis to increase the vertical resolution at the lower layer; the smallest/largest grid interval was 40 m/1,120 m (2 hPa/104hPa), respectively. The results with the 1-km grid spacing were used in this study, and there were 244x244 horizontal grids. The equivalent potential temperature, θ e in Fig. 1 was calculated from 21 to 26 July from 12-hourly routine balloon observations at the Naha weather station (26.12N, 127.41E), located 109 km southwest from the Ogimi observatory. A layer with θ e > 350 K, consisting of warm and moist air, was continuously identified below about 0.5-1 km. The small θ e (< 334 K, light shaded area in Fig. 1 ) appeared in two height regions at about 4 and 5 km from 21 to 22 July, and it persisted at around 5.0 km from 23 to 25 July. After 25 July the layer moved downward to an extent such that the lower edge (=334 K) was seen at 4 km, and it further descended to 2.5 km on 27 July. The height range below the region shaded light grey can be considered to be convectively unstable.
We investigated the horizontal distribution of the precipitation rate from the operational weather radar of JMA (the results on 25 July are plotted in Fig. 2 ). On 21 and 22 July, a weak rain The operational radar results on 25 July are plotted in Fig. 2 . A weak rain cloud with a precipitation rate of less than 1.0 mm/hr was first generated only near Naha (near the south end of the Okinawa island) in the morning, then, a number of convective systems were generated from 12:40 to 18:00 JST all over the island. From these cloud systems, precipitation up to 4.5 mm/10min
was measured with a tipping-bucket rain gauge at the Ogimi site from 15:30 -17:40 JST. We estimated the lifting condensation level (LCL), level of free convection (LFC), convective available potential energy (CAPE), and convective inhibition (CIN) for the surface parcel using NHM model data. As the LCL was 315.3 m and the LFC was 1237.5 m, and the CAPE was 1202.4 J/kg and the CIN was 3.2J/kg at the Ogimi WPR site, the environment could easily induce convection.
The meteorological conditions on 23 July were similar to those on 25 July. The operational radar results (not illustrated) revealed that there was a weak convective cloud existed around Naha only from 07:00 -10:50 JST, and a convective system of more than 30.0 mm/hr, having a horizontal scale of 10 km and a temporal of 40 -60 minutes, was generated from 11:00 - These two cases on 23 and 25 July had an overall similarity. That is, a weak convective cloud first occurred in southern Okinawa during the morning, many convective systems were generated all over Okinawa from midday, and they all disappeared by late evening. Such developments and dissipation cycles of the convective system were very similar on both days.
However, convection on 23 July started earlier and developed stronger than that on July 25. 3). In later sections we will compare the model results near Nago with the WPR-RASS observations at Ogimi.
Static Stability Structure Around a Convective System
Taking advantages of the continuous temperature measurements with RASS, we investigated variations in the detailed time-height structure of atmospheric stability during the generation and development of a convective system. It is known that the static stability of moist but We also investigated a case without convection in On 23 July we can also see a similar time-height structure for the low N 2 in Fig. 7 , which again appeared just before it started to rain. To provide more details on this, rain was observed from 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 13 further extension along altitude before precipitation are the two key factors for characterizing the development of a convective system.
Convective Cells Inside A Meso-γ-Scale Convective System
For a convective system on 23 July and 25 July, we first studied the behavior of temperature fluctuations accompanying with the passage of a convective system. We used T v and wind velocity observed with WPR-RASS. For the case on 25 July we also employed the radar reflectivity observed by COBRA. We will discuss the relation between convective clouds and static stability, referring to the N 2 structure described in Section 3. Figure 8 shows the horizontal distribution of radar reflectivity observed by COBRA from 15:48-16:00 JST and from 16:42-17:06 JST. At 15:12 JST, there was a convective system southeast of the Ogimi site. At 15:30 JST one convective cell was generated within the convective system, and it moved toward the west. Then, the convective system began to cover the Ogimi site, and more than two convective cells were generated inside the convective system. These cells moved west-northwest or west-southwest, but the convective system itself remained or moved slowly northwest, while generating a new cell in the northeast of the old cell. At 15:54 JST the convective cell passed over the Ogimi site (see the center-top panel in Fig. 8 ).
Details on Temperature Variations During Passage of Convective Cells
Although convective cells broke down and the convective system deteriorated at 16:18
JST, a new convective cell was generated again in the northwest of the Ogimi site at 16:24 JST, and this cell moved west-southwestward. Then more convective cells were generated in the convective 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 14 system, which moved west-southwest or southwest. However, the convective system itself again remained and generated a new cell northeast of the old cell. At 16:48 JST and from 17:00-17:12 JST, convective cells passed over the Ogimi radar site (see the center panel in the row and bottom panels in Fig. 8 ). At 17:36 JST, the convective system disappeared over the Ogimi site. Considering the motion of convective cells, we define the period until 16:18 JST as the first period, and the subsequent one as the second period. Figure 9 shows the time height distribution for radar reflectivity over the Ogimi site composed from RHI scans of COBRA during the first period. The RHI scan started at 15:29 JST. Figure 9 indicates that a strong convective cell (with reflectivity above 55 dBZ) passed over the Ogimi site at around 15:54 JST. Although COBRA had a time resolution of about 6 minutes, the convective cell within the convective system moved faster than the time resolution of COBRA, and therefore they are not fully visible in Fig. 9 . Instead, the development and decline of a convective system can be seen in Fig. 9 . 10 indicates the missing data. It is interesting to note that during the time when convection was active (see Fig. 9 ), large fluctuations of w with a short time scale are also seen (Fig. 10 b) . Below 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 15 cells (see Fig. 9 ). In particular, the perturbations of T v as large as 2.7 K were seen at 15:50-16:10 JST coinciding with large upward w (unfortunately, w is missing at around 16:05 JST). On the other hand, just below such T v increase T v within the cell sharply decreased at 1.8-2.0 km during 16:00-16:05 JST. Decrease in T v was also seen from 16:10-16:20 JST after the convective cells passed over the Ogimi radar site.
These results suggest that T v fluctuation were accompanied by a cycle of development and dissipation in the convective system. The increase of T v inside the convective system can be caused by the release of latent heat during cloud generation. T v inside the convective system decreased, because rain particles descended and evaporated near the cloud base, and the convective system seemed to deteriorate due to this cold air. Figure 11 shows a time-height section of the vertical wind velocity from the NHM model at the location of a developed convective system (cross symbol in Fig. 3) . CAPE in the NHM model was estimated to be 1202.4 J/kg. And, the maximum upward wind velocity in NHM was about 5 m/s at the level of 750-650 hPa, which is consistent with the largest limit (5.8 m/s) estimated from CAPE, while, the WPR-RASS observations in Fig. 10 showed the amplitudes of only up to about 1 m/s.
It is reasonable for the NHM model to show such intense upward winds near the core of a localized convective system, considering the grid size of 1 km. On the other hand, the center of a convective system did not seem to pass right overhead of WPR, which may reduce the maximum vertical wind velocity in the observations; with WPR observation it is generally difficult to detect the core of a convective cell with a horizontal scale of about 100m. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   16 
Relation Between Convective Clouds and the Atmospheric Static Stability
Here, we discuss the relation between convective clouds and atmospheric static stability, mainly referring to the case on 25 July. Figure 12 shows the time height distribution for N 2 , where the solid line indicates a cross section of reflectivity observed by COBRA. We focused our attention on the time around 15:30 JST when the convective system during the first period began to develop.
A weak echo with its peak at 1.8 km began to appear at 15:30 JST (see Fig. 9 ). At this time, T v increased inside the weak echo that appeared over the Ogimi site (see Fig. 10 ). As the T v inside the echo was high, and the atmosphere above the region had low T v , the atmospheric static stability tended to decrease near the echo's top height.
The region with low static stability corresponded to the unique N 2 structure in association with the generation of convection discussed in Section 3. We estimated the cloud water content (CWC) from the NHM model in Fig. 13 , where the solid line indicates a cross section of clouds. We can clearly see that the cloud top height coincided with the low N 2 region, which rapidly moved upward. That is, at 14:20 JST a cloud appeared at 1.1-1.2 km, then its top moved upward reaching an altitude higher than 4 km. Such a time-height structure agrees quite well with the low static stability structure shown in Fig. 13 .
Before it started to rain, the time-height structure of the low N 2 region asymptotically agreed with increase of the cloud top height. Decreases in static stability near a cloud top could be caused by the increase of T v inside the cloud. The cloud further developed to reach higher altitudes because of unstable condition near the cloud top. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 17
Generation Mechanism for a Convective Systems
We discuss the generation and development mechanism for a convective system on 23 and 25 July 2007, paying particular attention to the atmospheric temperature structure and sea breeze circulation. The air with low T v seemed to flow from the southeast into this region where virtual temperature was low. Figure 15 shows the time-height distribution for the perturbations of T v and w on 25 July. Surface temperature T s at Ogimi is also plotted in Fig. 15 (c) . T s started to increase at 06:00 after the sunrise. During 10:00-16:00 JST T s showed short-term perturbations, but T s did not decrease below the daily mean temperature (26.7 o C). Then, a rapid decrease in T s was seen after about 16:00 JST.
Effects of atmospheric temperature structure on generation of a convective system
Note that a rain was observed at the Ogimi site from 15:50-17:40 JST, as shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 15 (a) shows that T v at 1.0-2.0 km gradually increased after 07:00 JST, which is generally consistent with the increase in T s . However, after 10:00 JST T v started to decrease in the lowest layer, and the region with negative T v deviation with magnitude of about 0.4 K expanded toward higher altitudes. This T v variation seems to be caused by an inflow of air with low T v , which will be discussed in a later section by referring to NHM forecast results. It is noteworthy that a sharp T v increase can be clearly recognized at about 16:00 JST, which is embedded in the colder T v region. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 19 the time mean is plotted for the horizontal wind. The Ogimi site is located on the north-west side of a hill top as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 16 .
A sea breeze flowed into a surface layer from the neighboring sea on both sides of the island, and the sea breeze began earlier on the east coast from 10:00 JST (start of NHM simulation).
After 11:00 JST, a sea breeze also started from the west coast, then convergence (-0.05 /s) began in the lower layer. As the sea breeze on the west coast deeply penetrated inland, the convergence region moved toward the inland side. After 11:30 JST, because the sea breeze from both coasts collided over the land, convergence became larger (-0.08/s), and the vertical winds were also enhanced. When convergence reached its strongest as -0.17 /s at 13:35 JST, the vertical wind amplitude became maximum and upward at 0.67m/s. Therefore, the warm moist air in the lower layer was raised by this upward wind. This air mass then reached LCL (at about 0.4 km above the sea surface level), resulting in the generation of convective clouds.
Discussion on a Generation Mechanism
We summarize a plausible mechanism for the generation of the convective system based on the results presented in the earlier subsections. Figure 17 is a schematic of the generation mechanism for a convective system. First, there is humid air near the surface, which is clarified by referring to the NHM model. After sunrise, the ground surface is heated by solar insolation, and warm and moist atmosphere is formed near the surface ((i) in Fig. 17 ). The WPR-RASS observations revealed that an atmosphere with low T v flowed into the layer at altitude of 1.2-2.5 km or 3.5 km ((ii) in Fig. 17) . As a result, a lower atmospheric layer (about 1.2 km or below)
became unstable ((iii) in Fig. 17 ). The NHM model indicates that sea breeze circulation occurred in this statically unstable layer. Note that sea breeze circulation occurred on both sides of the island. The convergence of the horizontal wind occurred in the lower layer due to the sea breeze. As the sea breeze began to deeply penetrate inland, the convergence region also moved inland. In the afternoon, the sea breeze from both coasts collided over the land, and the convergence increased ((iv) in Fig. 17) . As convergence increased, vertical winds were also enhanced upward.
When the vertical wind arises in a lower layer with low static stability, the high temperature and high humidity atmosphere near the ground is uplifted, which generates clouds ((v) in Fig. 17 ).
In order to investigate the influence of geographical feature on the generation mechanism of a convective system, we performed the NHM forecast for the case of 25 July in which topography and land-sea distribution of the surface temperature was modified from a realistic condition. By neglecting the topography (elevation of the island), but keeping contrast in the surface temperature between land and ocean, no significant changes occurred in generating convections. On the other hand, convections were not generated when the land temperature was set equal to the sea surface temperature in the surrounding sea. The model studies also suggest that the generation of convection is related to the day-night contrast, that is, convection was not generated under a night condition. It is important for the land surface to be sufficiently heated by solar radiation to generate convection.
Shafer et al. [2001] investigated the boundary layer development in the tropics from MCTEX conducted over Melville Islands in Northern Australia. They showed that the boundary layer grew rapidly due to the land surface heating in the morning, and the boundary layer top reached to 1.5 km by early afternoon. The sea breeze circulations increased with its maximum convergence at 12:00 in local time. Thunderstorms firstly developed on the east coast where the sea 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 21 breeze opposes the local environmental flow. Then, thunderstorm outflows stabilized the boundary layer, and the convergence by the sea breeze was replaced by the divergent flow because of the outflow of thunderstorm.
Our results were basically consistent with Shafer et al. [2001] in that the sea breeze circulation is a key factor to develop the convection. However, there also exist some differences.
First, development of the boundary layer was not clearly recognized in our analysis, but advection of the air with low virtual temperature from the ocean played an important role to generate low static stability. The convergence due to the sea breeze circulations appeared in the center of the Okinawa Island, although the thunderstorms developed on the east coast during MCTEX.
Stabilizing effects of the thunderstorm outflows were not clearly recognized in our analysis, probably because the convective activity did not develop to an intense thunderstorm.
Although the large scale suppressed environment due to a Pacific high-pressure was in general similar to the build up phase for island thunderstorms during the prelude to the monsoon in the northern Australia [May and Ballinger, 2007] , deep convective storms did not appear over Okinawa. But, a convective system with a relatively low cloud top height was dominant around Okinawa, and lightning and hail storms are rare. These were also observed during an intensive campaign of the Baiu front with COBRA [Shusse et al., 2009] .
Conclusions
We studied the generation and development of a meso-γ-scale convective system observed over the island of Okinawa when the area was covered with a Pacific high-pressure system in summer. Using detailed temperature profiles with high temporal and vertical resolutions obtained 22 from 443MHz WPR-RASS measurements, we analyzed two cases of the convective systems on 23 and 25 July 2007 that passed over the Ogimi radar site.
We first evaluated synoptic background conditions in terms of atmospheric stability using 12-hourly routine balloon observations at the Naha weather station from 21-26 July. In the lower layer below about 0.5-1 km,θ e was higher than 350 K, consisting of a warm and moist air over the whole period. At 2.5-5 km, asθ e was small (<334 K), the region below was convectively unstable.
Before it rained on 23 and 25 July, CAPE was as large as about 1200-1250 J/kg, and CIN was small (about 2-3 J/kg), so convections could easily be generated. The operational weather radar results indicated strong convective clouds with a typical horizontal scale of 10 km and temporal scale of 40 -60 minutes, respectively. Many convective systems were generated from 11:00-18:00 JST over the island of Okinawa.
We analyzed the Brunt-Vaisala frequency squared, N 2 , with a time resolution of four minutes using the virtual temperature T v profiles observed by 443MHz WPR-RASS, and investigated what effects the atmospheric stability structure had on the generation and development of a convective system. Just before it rained on 23 and 25 July, a small N 2 region extended toward higher altitude up to 2.0 km. The NHM model results also suggest that there is an important relation between the N 2 structure and the development of a convective system.
We discussed the temperature and vertical wind fluctuations accompanying the passage of a convective system on 25 July, also employing the COBRA data. An increase of T v was seen in region with abrupt vertical wind fluctuations, and this was mostly associated with upward winds, and a decrease of T v was seen during downward winds. The T v fluctuations were accompanied by a cycle of development and dissipation of the convective system. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 23
Before it started to rain, the time-height structure of the low N 2 region asymptotically agreed with the increase in the cloud top height. We investigated the cloud water content (CWC) from the NHM model to examine the general relation between the structure of static stability and clouds. Decreases in the static stability near the cloud top seemed to be caused by the increase of T v inside clouds. Clouds further developed higher because of unstable condition near the cloud top.
On the basis of observational studies, we proposed a generation and development mechanism for a convective system as follows: 1) there is moist air near the ground, and as the surface temperature increases due to solar radiation, a warm and moist layer is formed. 2) When an atmosphere with low T v flows into the upper layer (about 1 -3 km) the static stability of the lower layer decreases.
3) The sea breeze from both coasts collides over land, and convergence increases enhancing vertical winds, which develop convective clouds.
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